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Wholesale Clubs
From concept to completion, Madix is with
you every step of the way. Madix claims
a rich history of technological innovation
honed from extensive field research,
cutting edge product development,
and world-class delivery and installation
options. Computer-automated order
processing and
manufacturing
tracking systems
control product
costs and ensure
quality control
and speed of
delivery. Our
world-renowned
sales team listens to your vision, and is
prepared to offer customized solutions
to meet your needs. From product
management to engineering, our Madix
team works together to turn your dreams
into reality. Combine our superior customer
service with optional installation services
through our affiliated company National
Installers, and you’ve got a winning
combination.

Strength and Flexibility
Larger stores with volumes of merchandise need fixtures that can handle big loads. Find interesting
ways to display an abundance of merchandise with Madix’s Maxispan line. Maxispan combines the
strength and functionality of Pallet Rack with
the versatility of Maxi Line. This system provides
the storage capacities of warehouse-type
fixtures with the customization capabilities of
standard gondola systems.

Combine the strength
of Pallet Rack with the
versatility of Maxi Line

Cross Sales &
Impulse Buys
Large-scale freestanding displays and
accessories offer eye-catching add-ons
for stores filled mostly with Pallet Rack. Utilize
large promotional binning to display and
promote featured merchandise. Specially
designed displays for beer and wine allow
retailers to showcase and expand liquor
sales. Encourage cross sales and impulse

Efficient Pharmacy
Create a pharmaceutical workspace

buys with custom displays and accessories
that best utilize your sales floor.

that is efficient and comfortable for
your workforce. Useful counters and
bay shelving make filling prescriptions
easier and more productive for your
pharmacists and staff. Madix offers an
entire line of modular pharmacy fixtures.
Customize the behind-the-counter space

Large freestanding displays encourage
cross sales and impulse buys

with sliding panels and binning that
improves productivity.

Counters and bay shelving
create a more productive
pharmaceutical work area

At Madix, We Get It
Madix has innovative solutions. We listen to
our customers and respond to their needs,
focusing on their business purposes. We
work one-on-one with clients to identify
opportunities for improvement to the store
environment, which improves the bottom line.

